
Tourism Promotion Without Environmental Degradation: 
 

To promote tourism one has to know the nature of the tourists and the kind of tourism 
spot they tend to seek. Although tourism means visiting a place for pleasure, this 

sector will have to analyze all the kinds of visitors that arrive to different locations in 
India. Mostly there are 4 types -Nature explorers & Adventure sports seekers, Pilgrims, 
Research scholars and Vacationing tourists  
 
Nature explorers & Adventure sports seekers: Nature loving tourists. Explore 
mountains, wildlife, beaches, rivers etc. Adventure lovers love trekking, 

mountaineering, camping, scuba-diving, sky-diving, para-gliding (+ glider aircraft) etc 
 
Pilgrims: would love to see the traditional, cultural, Religious and spiritually uplifting 
sites of India including all religious firms. 
 

Research Scholars: Studying the geography, people, culture, ecological diversity etc 

and even religious spots like pilgrims although from different perspective (knowledge 
seeking). 
 
Vacationing tourists: These are the most common tourists that take a vacation to get 

spend some time off their regular schedule and seek to visit any place.  
 
Fortunately India has rich resources and is capable to fulfill the kind of tourism any 
kind of tourist will need. 
 
Nature exploration, Wildlife & Forest related tourism: 

Beauty-attracts tourism- which attracts business- that attracts population- which 
becomes town- that loses beauty for 'development'-which in turn loses tourism gone. 
Now tourists seek new place-cycle continues! 
This is the present scenario.  
  

Hence its important to 
1. Study the geography of that area to decide if buildings/human activities can occur 

and to what extent. 
2. Tourism in natural spots shall have facilities with most minimum environmental 
degradation. In fact as much as possible the facilities should be made to be provided 

under natural conditions even if its compromising with luxury. 
3. The reach of technology can help some people employed in tourism work without 
being in the tourist spot all time, so as to reduce the crowd and necessity of 

accommodation and degradation of forest cover etc. 
4.The tourism spots shall have more camps than buildings with necessary security and 

facilities in an eco friendly way. 
5.Only basic facilities of food, water, clothing(thick jackets in cold spots) and sheltering 
(+toilet) shall be handy. Preparation of food at natural spots shall be defined in some 



areas provided with gas pipelines. Common centres shall open for these basic facilities 
and it shall be 1 stop for all provisions of basic necessities. 
6. The market in natural spots shall not be made to interfere with natural 

beauty. Markets shall begin only after a defined distance from the tourist spots. 
7. Ban plastic/polythene bags, smoking, alcohol etc near any natural ecosystem and 

disposal of any waste must be guided beforehand 

8.  Wi-Fi shall be made available everywhere. 
9. Adventure sports- paragliding, parasailing, scuba-diving, sky diving etc shall be 
made available with high safety measures, security and quality equipments and well 
trained guides. 

10.All animals shall be freed from zoos and to be protected in natural parks. 
 
Monuments, Culture & Market related: 
Market & services in cultural heritage spots can include more of Indian unique 
articles/artifacts, clothing, cuisine, music, dance & entertainment, ancient Vedic library 

& Guide; Ayurvedic healthcare & spa; Mythological, historical scriptures, paintings, 
archaeological remains & manuscripts- museums etc 
The Pilgrimages & monuments shall be kept very clean and there shall be a systematic 
way of managing the crowd and maintenance of it.  
 

A well defined digital tourist guide followed by the GPS navigation shall be made 

available.  
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